ATHLETIC LOOKS ARE
SO HOT RIGHT NOW.
THANKS, MILLENNIALS.

Lucky for your ads, we have billions of data
points on athletic apparel.
Our AI analyzed them and discovered what
yields the highest ROAS for ads on Facebook
and Instagram.
Armed with that intel, we put together a few
athleisure looks. We hope they boost your
ROAS, and maybe give you some outﬁt
inspo.
pattern89.com

Social Ads Going Swimmingly
Make a splash. Swim gear is here. And it’s
ready to improve your ROAS .

Suit
2.76 ROAS

Towel
2.91 ROAS
Goggles
2.26 ROAS

Whether your ads show people having fun in the sun… or racing
and recovering… sports gear and suits for swimmers will catch
your audience’s eyes!
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Support your team and support your ads.
This look could represent some of your favorite
teams and Facebook’s favorite ad elements.

Football
3.15 ROAS

Jersey
3.37 ROAS
Football Helmet

12.8 ROAS

Jeans
2.22 ROAS

Baseball Cap

2.71 ROAS

Ads with a football theme have top-scoring creative! Bonus tip: Videos ads
containing “American football” have a ROAS of 11.5.
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Raise the ROAS with Street Savvy Style
Now’s the time to take athletic apparel off the streets, and
incorporate them in your ads. This cool and casual outﬁt can
help you boost your ad engagement.

Velvet
12.3 ROAS

Coat
2.1 ROAS

Gold
6.9 ROAS
Sunglasses
3.07 ROAS
Ring
3.68 ROAS

Even if your products aren’t the sportiest, they can still beneﬁt from
showcasing some of today’s hottest accessories.
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Get in Touch with Nature
Millennials want to be one with nature. And yes, they
can still be one with nature while Instagramming it.

Water
19.18 ROAS

Backpack
6.01 ROAS

Hat
3.33 ROAS

Bicycle
31.71 ROAS

Tech + trees. Hashtags + hiking. Sporty gear will get you out of the city and
into the forest. It will also perform well for paid social ads.
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So are you ready to give your ads the
hottest looks? Get started by trying
Pattern89’s AI for free.
Users see a 21% increase in ROAS in
just two weeks.
Visit pattern89.com/freetrial to get
started today.

